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Section 8 – Other Events

Item 8.01 Other Events.
On January 6, 2016, the Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission (UTC) issued its final order in Avista
Corporation's (Avista Corp. or the Company) Washington electric and natural gas general rate cases, which were
originally filed with the UTC on February 9, 2015. The Order approved rates designed to provide a 1.6 percent, or
$8.1 million, decrease in electric base revenue and a 7.4 percent, or $10.8 million, increase in natural gas base
revenue. The new rates became effective January 11, 2016.
Industrial Customers of Northwest Utilities / Public Counsel Joint Motion for Clarification
On January 19, 2016, the Industrial Customers of Northwest Utilities (ICNU) and the Public Counsel Unit of the
Washington State Office of the Attorney General (PC) filed a Joint Motion for Clarification with the UTC. In the
Motion, ICNU and PC requested that the UTC clarify the calculation of the electric attrition adjustment and the
end-result revenue decrease of $8.1 million. ICNU and PC provide their own calculations in their Motion, and suggest
that the revenue decrease should have been $19.8 million based on their reading of the UTC’s Order.
UTC Staff Motion to Reconsider
On January 19, 2016, the UTC Staff filed a Motion to Reconsider with the UTC. In its Motion to Reconsider, the Staff
provided calculations and explanations that suggest that the electric revenue decrease should have been a revenue
decrease of $27.4 million instead of $8.1 million, based on its reading of the UTC's Order.
Under the UTC's rules, a response from the Company and other parties to the ICNU/PC Motion for Clarification and
the UTC Staff Motion to Reconsider is not permitted unless requested by the UTC. The new rates that were
implemented January 11, 2016 will remain in place while the UTC considers these Motions. There is no statutory time
frame for the UTC to rule on the Motion for Clarification. The UTC has 20 calendar days from the filing of the
Motion to Reconsider to respond to that Motion. None of the parties in their Motions raised issues with the UTC’s
decision on the natural gas revenue increase of $10.8 million.
The Company believes the UTC's Order on January 6, 2016 finalizing the electric and natural gas general rate cases
provides a reasonable end result for all parties. The Order provides the Company the opportunity to continue to
recover the costs of serving its customers and investing in its electric and natural gas systems while maintaining the
opportunity to earn a fair return for shareholders. If either of the positions presented in the two Motions discussed
above are accepted by the UTC, the Company believes that this would not provide a reasonable opportunity to earn a
fair return for shareholders.

SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be
signed on its behalf by the undersigned thereunto duly authorized.

AVISTA CORPORATION
(Registrant)

Date: January 20, 2016 /s/    Mark T. Thies        
Mark T. Thies
Senior Vice President,
Chief Financial Officer, and
Treasurer
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